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foriune of the Alliance to its ability to appreciate the cohesive power that
success in elections can exercize on the strange bedfellows of modern party
politics. (p. 56)

The cruk of the author's interpretation of the logic and dynamics of tlle
post‑ rar colonial (and anti‑colonial) political process is typically expressed in

the following paragraph :
The most irnportant function of this articulation of protest and conflict (associated
with the colohial situation) was to define the essentially natio'eal boundaries of the group.
It gave the new leaders a unique identity as ' Inen of the nation and at least partly over‑

shadowed the more divisive ethnic identities. It served to strengthen the unity of the
protesters, and even to create unity where none had existed previously, as in the Alliance
Party. It provided an important safety valve for deep and pervasive protests in the
society, some of which had been given expression in the insurgency. Perhaps more im‑
portant was a mor substantive and less analytical function. the protests, mariy of which
were dangerously divisive to the society, were focused upon a conflict which involved only
a mild struggle and which was almost certain 'to end successfully for the new leaders.

The sophisticated language of this paragraph is expressing, essentially,
the supreme role of nationalism in Malayan politics at that time, and that
with a mild, moderate approach. In terms of the political history of Malaya,
there are a few points which this reviewer would like to suggest to supplement
the author's explanation of = Dato Onn's advocacy of a supra‑communal party

and the subsequent apparent reversal of his attitude. In the view of this
reviewer; Dato Onn's advocacy of a supr.a‑cornmunal party was made in the
face of and in <reaction to the serious threat posed by the extreme left of
Malaya to the stirvival=0f the traditional Malay political elite. To counter
this imminent inehace, which erupted in the Emergency, the higher level of
the traditional Malay Political group including Mentri Besars was anxious to
combine forces with the wealthy Chinese leaders whose existence was logically

also threatened by the insurgency of the Malayan Communist Party, thougll
its membership was virtually all Chinese. Early in the 1950's when the
guerrilla ' activities of the MCP reached a peak, the sense of crisis among the

upper stratum of both the Malay and Chinesd communities became most
acute. It was around this time that the prospects for the materialization of

a supra‑communal party seemed brightest to Dato Onn, as is evidenced by
hi ,heightened confidence in the favorable attitude of Mr. Tan Cheng Lock
(the top leader Of the Malayan Chinese) to the idea of such a supira‑corrimunal

party. However, the same sense of crisis was not shared by Malaya's masses
or her lower level elite who were deeply infused with *communalism. This
view of Dato Onn's motivation is therefore different from the author's inter‑
pretation that "' he was much ahead of his time." Thus, as the tide of the
internal war in Malaya turned and the strength of the MCP guerrillas began
to recede, the sense of crisis became v eaker and weaker, until there ensued
a struggle for nationalist hegemony between factions within the conservative
and inoderate political forces. In this respect, this reviewer does not want to
underestimate the element of personalities though Dr. Ness does in his criti‑
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cism of Silcock and Ungku Aziz. (p. 56)
This reviewer hastens to add that he does not consider the element of
personalities per se to have been the sole conditioning factor in the issue in
the conservative political group. He thinks that the Independence of Malaya
Party and the Party Negara led by Dato Onn strongly reflected the interests
of the top echelon of the indigenous traditional Malay bureaucrats represented

by Mentri Besars, whereas the leadership of the UMNO‑th

core of the

Alliance power‑was composed of English‑educated Malay bureaucrats slightly
lower in social stratum than the top echelon who, because of their better
qualiflcations as the modernizing intellectual sector of the traditio lal elite,
were in a favorable position to achieve upward social and political tnobility.

Qnce the Alliance defeated the Independence of Malaya Party to take
the lead on the road to national independence, the new Lrticulation of senti‑
ments of protest took the form of development activity. As mentioned earlier,
Dr. Ness argues that the social and economic changes reflected in this study
are functions of the new polity. As a corollary, he maintains that the choice
of particular goals and approaches to development by the Alliance reflected

the accommodation and adjustment of the respective ' interests which the
different communally organized political parties assumed or claimed to repre‑
sent. Specifically, for the United Malays National Organization as the Malay

member of the Alliance, it felt that it had to meet the Malay demand by
emphasizing rural development. For the Malayan Chinese Association, the
interests of the Malayan Chinese could be served by protecting their economic
interests and wbrking out an effective national educational policy. It should
also be borne in mind that one of the major forces behind the ernphasis on

rural development was the desire in rapid development while avoiding an
open clash with Western enterprises. (p. 62) In other words, concentration on

rural development could meet the aspirations of the Malays while at the
same time refraining from damaging the interests of the Malayan Chinese or
Western enterprises. Thus, this was a classical example of an exercise in accom‑
modation in a newly emerging national‑ plural society.

In the view of Dr. Ness, Malaya's organized development effort in, the
1950's experimented with all of the output, cultural and mixed output‑cultural

goals, concepts which he adopted and adapted from Etzioni's basic types of
organizational goals. Towards the beginning of the 1950's when D,ato Onn
was still the top leader of the UMNO, the goal he set ir his approach to

development as the chairman of the Rural and Il dustrial Authority wa
mixed output‑cultural goals ; changing the structure of the rural economy
through the extension of credit, technical assistance and rural education, co‑

operatives, farmers' associations, and extension work. But the subsequent
period down to 1960 saw the progressive weakening of cultural and mixed
cultural goals and the increasing dominance Of pure output goals.
Dr. Ness traces this development of the subversion of the cultural and
mixed outputLcultural goals by the output goals in the case of the Rural and

Industrial Developme. nt Authority and the Federal Land Development Au‑

